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AN ACT to authorize the county commission of Randolph County to transfer up to five thousand dollars to the Frank and Eleanor Wimer memorial fund.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of West Virginia:

WIMER MEMORIAL FUND.

§1. Legislative findings.

The Legislature hereby finds that Frank Wimer was a coach in the public schools of Randolph County from 1926 to 1964; that Frank Wimer was in the National Coaches Hall of Fame and a national figure; that Frank Wimer and his wife Eleanor were treasured contributors to the common good of their community, county and state by their services to the youth of their community and otherwise; that a facility in the City of Elkins, Randolph County, West Virginia used for athletic and other appropriate public gatherings has been named Wimer field in memory of Frank and Eleanor Wimer; that various public and private persons and organizations are seeking through the auspices of the Frank and Eleanor Wimer memorial fund to accomplish a substantial renovation of Wimer Field, in part, to increase its seating capacity so there may be a larger and improved public facility for large athletic and other gatherings of the citizens of the City of Elkins, Randolph County, and the state of West Virginia.
§2. Authorization to donate funds.

The county commission of Randolph County, by commission action, is empowered to recognize Wimer field as a most worthy public purpose and the county commission of Randolph County is hereby authorized, empowered to donate, give and transfer to the Frank and Eleanor Wimer memorial fund a sum of up to five thousand dollars for the renovation of Wimer field to the memory of Frank and Eleanor Wimer and to require the funds be returned should the renovation not take place or the funds not be necessary and convenient to said renovation, all within a reasonable time as may be determined by the Randolph county commission.
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